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®

GREENPASS quick analysis
based on 3D simulation
(powered by expert systems)

LOD

Level of Detail (LOD) 1
3D + simplified reproduction of design

4 urban challenges

5 indicators
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The GREENPASS® Competition is a scientifically
developed standardized analysis for the climate
resilience of buildings, neighborhoods and open
spaces - exclusively for the participants of
urban design and architecture competitions.
The scope of evaluation includes the fast and
standardized preliminary analysis with a
simplified simulation (powered by expert
systems) of a project with regard to 5 meaningful
indicators out of 4 urban challenges and can be
applied to new and retrofitting development
competitions.
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unique | standardized climateeffective planning & optimization

urban challenges

fact-based | clear basis for
decisions on climate change
adaptation measures

climate
water

efficient | fast project analysis for
competitive designs

air
energy

+

beneficial | competitive advantage
through climate-optimized
architecture & open space
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project analysis

The results for the indicators consist of highresolution 3D simulations and multi-parametric
analyses. The following internationally leading
expert systems are used for simulations:

Microclimate powered by
standard

Wind powered by CFD
optional
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The simulation (with simplified reproduction of
design) carried out as part of the GREENPASS®
Competition process makes it possible to
quickly and easily optimize unfavorable areas in
the design with regard to the effects of the
building structure, surfaces and open spaces on
thermal comfort and sojourn quality.

This makes the GREENPASS® Competition the
ideal tool for fast and efficient analysis and
optimization of a project in the competition
phase of urban developments and architecture.

The standard scope of GREENPASS® Competition
can be extended as required with additional
features, such as the simulation of recommended
design optimizations and reference scenarios
(e.g. before/after).
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00
01

optional

02

GP.e

Project

Initial situation competition design draft of the project in
CAD (.dxf) or GIS (.shp)

Digitalization

Import or digitalization of the design to create a digital
simulation model and optional: the standardized reference
scenarios in the GREENPASS® Editor (GP.e)

Analysis

Simulation and multi-parametric analyses of the 5 Key
Performance Scores out of 4 urban challenges

Interim report

optional: easy-to-understand interim report with results,
evaluation and suggestions for targeted optimization
measures

Optimization

optional: step-by-step project optimization in workshops
with client and design team regarding the specific project
requirements

Analysis

optional: integration of the jointly defined optimization
measures into the digital simulation model with renewed
simulation and project analysis
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Final report

04

Competition

Easy-to-understand final report with final results, evaluation
and suggestions for targeted optimization measures - for use
with competition materials (posters, ...)

official GREENPASS® Competition emblem for the project

Note: The GREENPASS® Competition is an exclusive tool for a quick project-specific analysis of competition
entries with regard to climate resilience. For a more in-depth analysis, further optimization, detailed evaluation
and official certification, we recommend the GREENPASS® Pre-Certification and GREENPASS® Certification tools.
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4 steps to
competition
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5 key performance scores

Water

Climate

10

TLS

Thermal Load Score

TCS

Thermal Comfort Score

ROS

Run-off Score

4 urban challenges

Air

CSS

Carbon Storage Score

Energy

TSS

Thermal Storage Score
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optimization

simulation model
for ENVI_met

Thermal Comfort Score

heat map heat day 3 pm
perceived temperature
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© LOVE architecture and urbanism ZT GmbH
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33.94

0.50

87.94 kg

Thermal Comfort
Score

average Run-off
Score

CO2-Storage/heat
day

up to

-1.3°C

cooler air
temperature

© UNSTUDIO
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competition

City Life | IT-Milan

40
mist sprayers

10

shading elements

6

roof greening & terraces
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what clients say

‘T

he GREENPASS®
Competition offers
us the fast and
efficient possibility to
design architecture and
open space for
competition entries in a
climate-optimized way.
This provides us a clear
competitive advantage.’

Joachim Kräftner
Kräftner Landscape Architecture
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more references

© Schluder Architektur
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enabling
livable
cities

GREENPASS® livable cities team

We are a complementary, highly skilled and
motivated team of experts for climate-resilient
urban planning with a scientific background,
many years of experience and know-how as well
as a lot of passion. Our local license partners
and trained Urban Climate Architects (UCA) as
well as the GREENPASS® headquarters will be
happy to provide you with a tailor-made offer
and further information on GREENPASS®
services:
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contact@greenpass.io

www.greenpass.io

Plenergasse 1/5 | A-1180 Vienna

www.greenpass.io/partners

The GREENPASS® technology has been developed
over the last 10 years with leading universities
and planning experts in various national and
international research projects with more than €
4
million
R&D
fundings.
Fittingly,
our
GREENPASS® headquarters is located in Vienna
- the most livable and greenest city in the world
for more than 10 continuous years.

top cost/benefit ratio
GREENPASS® Competition (net plus 20% VAT)
from 0.1 €/m2 project floor space (50% risksharing - 100% due when prize money is won)
Note: Price depends on project area (plot size), topography,
complexity (building structure, green infrastructure, etc.), desired
additional analyses, special evaluations, etc.
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FAQs
...the 9 most frequently
asked questions and their
answers about GREENPASS®
Competition

What is the GREENPASS®
Competition?
The GREENPASS® Competition Competition
is a scientifically developed planning tool
and standardized analysis procedure for the
climate resilience of buildings, quarters and
open spaces - exclusively for competition
participants of urban developments and
architecture.

What is evaluated?
The scope of evaluation includes the
standardized analysis and simulation of a
project area with regard to 5 meaningful
indicators from 4 urban challenges. The
results consist of high-resolution 3D
simulations (powered by expert systems) and
multi-parametric analyses.

Where can I use the
GREENPASS® Competition?
The GREENPASS® Competition can be used
worldwide in competition procedures for new
and retrofit developments of quarters,
buildings and open spaces.
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When do I use the
GREENPASS® Competition?

What is the advantage of
the GREENPASS® Competition?

The GREENPASS® Competition is the ideal
tool for a fast and efficient analysis and
optimization of a project within the
competition phase - exclusively for
competition participants.

In addition to a clear competitive advantage
through climate-optimized architecture and
open space as well as fast and efficient
processing, one of the attractive advantages
of the GREENPASS® Competition is the 50%
risk sharing pricing-model (100% due when
prize money is won) and official climate
resilience proof by GREENPASS®.

What is the difference to
the Pre-Certification?

Has the system been
independently verified?

The GREENPASS® Competition offers a fast
analysis
with
simulation
(simplified
reproduction of design) and a reduced set of
indicators and topics. If required, the
standard scope of services can be extended
by additional features such as the simulation
of recommended planning optimizations and
reference scenarios.

Yes, the GREENPASS® technology has been
developed in the last 10 years with leading
universities and planning experts within the
framework
of
various
national
and
international research projects with more
than € 4 million R&D funds in a practical and
transparent
manner
and
has
been
independently verified.

How long does the project
process take?

What does the GREENPASS®
Competition cost?

The duration of the project process for a
GREENPASS® Competition depends not only
on the size of the project but also on the
level of detail of the project. Depending on
size and scope (optimization rounds), the
process for the preliminary review of a
project usually takes between 2-6 weeks.

The GREENPASS® Competition starts at
0.1 €/m² project area (site area) (50% risk
sharing - 100% due when prize money is
won). In addition to the project area, the
topography, complexity as well as desired
additional and special evaluations are also
relevant for the price calculation - we would
be happy to prepare a customized offer for
your project.
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